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New Delhi, the capital city of the country, is full of traffic, although the transport system in this metro
city has been established very well with the Metro rail, DTCTC buses and innumerable number of
Auto rickshaws popularly known as TSRs, still comfortable commuting will be through sophisticated
cabs, ranging from simple non-AC cars available by tap of hands to lengthy posh limousines
requisitioned by 5 star hotel guests.

Delhi being pivotal point to visit so many summer time locations in Himachal Pradesh, besides
places of pilgrimage to the cities on the banks of river Ganges, cab service is an inevitable
requirement for travelers who seek comfort and pleasure.

Shimla then summer capital of British India , now the capital of Himachal Pradesh and one of the
most  beautiful Hill stations at 2205 m elevation attracting large number of tourists to avail the
excellent facilities provided by the HP tourism, is reachable by cab drive from Delhi in about 6 to 7
hours.

Chandigarh the capital city of both the States Punjab and Haryana is a well-planned city claiming its
name from the presiding deity of the place Chandi Mata, while it is also referred as the The City
Beautiful because of its enviable infrastructure, is another place people travel often with different
modes of transport from Delhi, still driving a cab with stoppages in the wayside dhabas which are
maintained so well as motels.

Travel agents  arrange  for  Delhi car bookings, for Delhi local trips  as well as visiting the above
places, besides Delhi car rentals for long distance travel by Shimla cab bookings and Chandigarh
cabs on line bookings.

Planning and booking cabs in Delhi, through Travel agencies is a very convenient process and all
the traveler has to do is to enter the website of the Travel agent, click  Car tab in their home page,
make Delhi cabs online bookings and one will get a prompt confirmation message of oneâ€™s Delhi
Cab booking through SMS.

When booking cabs  for travel in Delhi for Full day, generally it will be for 8 hours or 80 km
whichever is less and for half a day it will be 4 hours and 40 km.

For local trips of Delhi Cabs few hours advance booking will do, however, for travel to outstation
cities, it must be done at least eight hours before, to get the best cab  fitting the travelerâ€™s exact
requirement and choice.
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